ODE integration schemes for plane-wave real-time time-dependent density functional theory.
Integration schemes are implemented with a plane-wave basis in the context of real-time time-dependent density functional theory. Crank-Nicolson methods and three classes of explicit integration schemes are explored and assessed in terms of their accuracy and stability properties. Within the framework of plane-wave density functional theory, a graphene monolayer system is used to investigate the error, stability, and serial computational cost of these methods. The results indicate that Adams-Bashforth and Adams-Bashforth-Moulton methods of orders 4 and 5 outperform commonly used methods, including Crank-Nicolson and Runge-Kutta methods, in simulations where a relatively low error is desired. Parallel runtime scaling of the most competitive serial methods is presented, further demonstrating that the Adams-Bashforth and Adams-Bashforth-Moulton methods are efficient methods for propagating the time-dependent Kohn-Sham equations. Our integration schemes are implemented as an extension to the Quantum ESPRESSO code.